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INTRODUCTION
The purpose of this tresis is to review ana discuss the
studies dealing with the effect of heat upon immune sera, lor
the sake of completeness and in order to give the earlier
workers the credit due them the early papers will be included
but they will not be considered ^ith the thoroughness devoted
to some of the later papers. This prooedure was decided upon
because later experimenters have the advantage both of moi
e
extensive knowledge of antibodies anu of more precise and
better techniques in investigating them. Some of the more
recent reports of experiments, in which physical and chemical
denaturing agents other than heat v/ere used, will be considered
and the results compared with those obtained with heat.
Some experimental work by the author will be presented.
REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The studies of the effect of heat on immune sera can be
grouped conveniently into three perious. The fust periou
extends roughly from the late eighteen nineties to 1910, the
second from 1910 to about 1925, and the third from 193b to the
present.
Probably the first experiments to determine- the effect of
heat upon antibody were those of Bordet (12) in 1899. He used
aera from the goat, guinea pig and rabbit that oontained m

some oases normal agglutinins for V. comma and in others the
immune agglutinins. A temperature of 55 degrees C had little
effect, ol to 62 degrees C weakened the agglutinins and at 70
decrees C tney were inac tivaied. Since he found the agglutin-
ins present in rabbit serum more resistant than those in the
goat and guinea pig serum, he concluded that species differ-
ences existed with regard to the resistance of agglutinins to
heat. 2hree years later Eisenberg and Volk (22) and
Eisenberg (21) studied the effect of heat on both agglutinin
and precipitin which they found to be destroyed above 60
degrees C. But they made the important observation that while
both were destroyed if fudged by their ability to show visible
reactions such as agglutination of bacteria or precipitation
of soluble antigen, the antibodies were, nevertheless, still
able to combine with their specific antigens. ICraus (63 )
in a review, Priizipitine, stated that he and von Pirquet were
the first to observe this property with bacterial precipitins
when precipitating serum was heated at 50 to oO degrees C.
Later he said it .vas observea for other precipitins by
Muller (53), Eisenberg (53), and Oppenheimer and Michaelis
(53); all tnese investigators found that a temperature of 70
degrees C was required to destroy precipitating power and leave
the power to ootibine.
Xraus referred, also, to papers by 'Isohistowitsch and
Myers (53) who reported precipitins for serum and proteins
wholly destroyed at 60 degrees C , and to one by Pick (^
3
) who
found bacterial precipitin destroyed at thil same temperature.
c
Schmidt (53a) , he said, hud observed slower flocculation in
diluted precipitating serum after it was heated one half hour
at 70 degrees C. Other reviews in Kolle and ./asaeimmi were
consulted for reports of the early experiments published in
foreign journals, especially the Germun and French.
In the article, Die .agglutination, paltauf (64) dxsoussed
the papers dealing with the effect of heat on both normal and
immune agglutinins. Rodet (64a) reported that normal and immune
agglutinins for K.typhosa in rabbit serum differed in their
resistance to heat, the normal being destroyed at to 08
degrees G and the immune withstanding 00 to o2 degrees C without
damage. Bail (64^, using normal bovine serum found its agglu-
tinating power completely destroyed at bt> degrees C. Hegree
and Raynaud (64e) in experiments with normal serum - probably
human - containing agglutinins for B.melitensis , D.pneumoniae
,
and Staphylococci found two ^inds of ag^ lutinins present; one
was specific and withstood heating to bb degrees C, and the
other, not specific, was destroyed at bb degrees C.
paltauf considered in varying detail the papers of Pick
(64b), Rodella (64b), Widal anu Sicard (64ty , and Joos (64c) that
dealt with the immune agglutinins. Pick (641) reported that
albumia-free immune-globulin obtained from e juine antityphoid
serum by repeated precipitation with salt withstood a tempera-
ture of 80 to 90 degrees C without substantial injury, ana even
short boiling as long as coagulation was prevented by the
presence of urea. In the absence of urea coagulation occurred
rc
4at 75 c and the finely flocoulant material even when dissolved
immediately contained no agglutinins. These agglutinins for
E. typhosa were in the pseudoglobulin of the serum. The ag-
glutinins for V. cholera which were in the euglobulin of equine
serum, Pick^jfound were less resistant to heat with destruction
occurring at temperatures over 6b C. Rociella (o4b) observed
that agglutinins present in Proteus antiserum withstood a
temperature of 80 u; and ,»idal und sicard (t>4b) that those
present in antityphoid serum withstood a temperature of 75 o*.
Joos (46) studied the agglutinins for typhosa. He thought
there were two mottifioations , one of which was altered at 60
to 62 C, but not the other which was neither altered at 62 C
nor after one and one half hours at 65 C»
paltauf (o<±) and Marrack (58) referred to the experiments
of Streng.and Madsen and atreng who studied the rate of
destruction of B« typhosa and Ji'.ooli agglutinins at temperatures
from 65 to 75 C. In most oases the reaction representing the
rate of destruction was unimolecular, but in some catjes it
appeared to be bimolecular. Marrack pointed out that the
apparent deviations from the unimolecular type might have been
due to the presence of both flagellar and somatic agglutinins.
In an article by Friedberger (28), Die bakteriziden Sera,
also in Kolle and </assermann, experiments are mentioned that
dealt with the destructive effeot of heat on the autolyzing
power of anticholera serum. A temperature of 60 C for 20 hours
\* *> » « Cll* IBB
had little effect; 70 C for one hour almost wholly destroyed
the antibody.
(80)la a third article by (mssernann auu ./asseraiann/it was
stated that antitoxic sera began to be injured at 60 to 70 C
and were very rapidly destroyed at boiling heat. Such sera
when dry would witnstanu one half hour at 110 C and one quarter
hour at 140 C.
Robert Doerr (18) in a review of the subject of allergy
and aaaphylaxsis stated that anaphylactic antibody was not des-
troyed at ob C.
Buxton and Torrey (13) disaussing the formation of agglu-
tinoids said their experiments with antityphoid sera in agree-
ment with those of others showed that when ordinary immune
serum was heated agglutinin began to be changed to agglutinoid
after 30 minutes at bo to 7b C. They found no agglutinins left
after 30 minutes at 75 C p but the agglutinoids were at their
maximum. The agglutinoids in turn were considerably destroyed
at 80 C and entirely at 8b C.
The view tends to persist that antiboaies present in
normal sera are more heat-labile than those present in immune
sera, landsteiner (b6 ) was inclined to think this was a fact
and ne stated definitely that it ?;as true with regard to the
hemagglutinins. However, the experiments of Felix and olitzki
(2b) with immune and normal rabbit serum both containing
agglutinins for E.typhosa did not demonstrate any difference
in the way these sera were affee tea by heat. They reported,
also no difference in resistance to heat between normal and

immune agglutinins for B. dysenteriae. Two more reoent papers,
one very extensive study by Gibson (30), and tne other by Jordan
(47) support the view that normal agglutinins are less resistant
to heat tending to be destroyed at (jO to 6;, C.
Since a comparison of normal and immune agglutinins is not
of major importance in this thesis the discussion will be closed
with a few comments which may explain partly the discrepant
results that have been observed in comparing the effect of heat
upon normal and imnune antibody. ,/e know now that the same
immune serum may contain more than one antibody capable of
reacting specifically with a single antigen. There have been a
number of papers published which establish this as a fact.
Among them are those of Hooker ( 40, 41) , Lajidsteiner and van der
Soheer (57). Je have learned that the manner in which a complex
antigen is introduced, whether injected intravenously or 3ub-
outaneously influences the response of the animal ( 70 ). Another
factor determining the type of antibody or antibodies present in
a given serum is the length of time immunization has been
carried on before bleedin. s are made (42). Landsteiner {^6^
referred to this as a faotor affecting the thermal lability of
antibody, - the antibody becoming more resistant to heat as
immunization was continued.
Jhea such faots are taicen into oo ns iderution it is not
difficult to think that in some instanoes the normal and immune
antibodies being compared were identioal, or nearly so, and were
similarly affeoted by heat; while in other cases the antibodies
c
7were different enough in structure so that they were not des-
troyed at the same temperature.
In addition the earlier experimenters did not know about
the flagellar and somatio antigens present in some of the
bacteria tfith which they were working. Smith and Reagh (74)
described these antigens in 1903. In the following year Beyer
and Reagh (10) reported the different heat-lability of their
respective agglutinins. liot muoh attention was paia to these
observations until fifteen and more years later when s/eil and
Felix (81) published the results of their studies with the
and H antigen of Proteus and then with the and H antigens
of the typno id-para typhoid group. A few years later, orcutt
(o3) established the identity of the H and flagellar agglutin-
ins and of the and somatxo. Since it has been convincingly
demonstrated that these ttfo agglutinins are dissimilarly affect-
ed by heat, and also, that only one, or both may be present in a
given serum, it is possible experimenters reporting discrepant
results were not wording with the same antibody.
Jhat was learned concerning the effect of heat on antibody
during this first period can be summarized as follows:
(1) Antibodies can be destroyed by heat, but the critical tem-
perature is not the same for all antibodies. (2) Some anti-
bodies are present in the pseudoglobulin fraction of serum and
some in the euglobulin and these appear to differ in their
thermal lability. (3) Species differences may exist with
regard to the resistance of antibody to heat. (4) Normal and
f
immune antibodies may differ in their lability to heat. (5)
Agglutinoids and preoipitoida are formed when immune sera are
heated. (o) Flagellar and somatic agglutinins can be differ-
entiated by their resistance to heat. (7) Certain substances,
for example, urea, tnut Drevent the coagulation of protein will
prevent destruction of agglutinins. (8) In many instances the
destruction of antibody by heat ocours as a unimolecular
reaction.
This first period was an exploratory one which followed
soon after the recognition of antibody. Some of the experi-
mental work >/as not extensive and was not adequately controlled
with regard to some factors which were not known or the import-
ance of which was not recognized. It remained for the scient-
ists of later periods to repeat, re-interpret, and extend the
experimental work dealing with the destructive or alterative
effects of heat upon antibody.
During the second period extending from 1910 tc about 193£>
the antibodies m immune sera became important therapeutic
agents in the treatment of infectious diseases. Of the thera-
peutic sera diphtheric antitoxin and antipneumocoocal serum were
studied extensively. The studies dealing with the effect of
heat on antitoxin were concerned mainly with temperature during
storage as a factor in loss of potenoy, and with heat as an
effective measure in the purification of crude sera.
Anderson ( 1 ) found that diphtheric antitoxin lost 10 per
cent of its potency per year when it was kept at a temperature
ct
of 15 C. This result was confirmed by MacConKey (58). He
studied, also, loss at 3b Q, which he found to be 50 per cent
per annum. Glenny (31) stored antitoxin at 37 C for seven years
and reported a loss in potency of over 90 per cent. Marrack
(59) has commented upon the fact that in the destruction of
antibody by heat and in the denaturation of proteins by heat the
reuctions are usually of the ummoiecular t^pe. He observed
that it as possible from data available to calculate the rate of
destructiou at different temperatures. For example, it would
require "...some tnousand years to destroy as much antibody at
40 C as is destroyed in one hour at 70 C" . Since this did not
agree with the results of Glenny mentioned above llarrack:
thought different processes were involved.
Jheu Banzhaf (4 ) found that heating crude diphtheric anti-
toxin at 57 C for 12 to 15 hours resulted in the loss of only 7
per cent of the antitoxin he provided the basis of the method
still used in sone laboratories in purifying and concentrating
diphtheric antitoxin. Jhen the crude antitoxin was heated under
these conditions the amount of serum protein precipitated by
different concentrations of (HH4 ) 2S04 was increased in some
instances and decreased in others: 10 per cent of euglobulin
increased to 41; pseudoglobulin and albumin decreased from 76
to 50 per cent and from 12 to 9 per cent respectively. >/ith the
exception of the 7 per cent which v/as lost, all tne antitoxin
was recovered in the pseudoglobulm.
Usually this purifieu and concentrate ci antitoxin flocculates
c<
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much more slowly than the orude antitoxxn. Slight denaturation
of the antitoxin by heat and removal of the lipids present in
serum have been offered as explanations of this ohangeu react-
ivity. But recent work provides a better explanation. The in-
teresting papers of Barr ( 5 ) and Barr and Glenny ( 6 ) publish-
ed more than ten years ago indicated that there was more than
one antitoxin in crude serum. More recent investigations by
, ,
(48
)
Pappenheimer et al (6b)
,
by Kekwicic and Record ,/and Kekwick et
al (49) have establisned definitely the presence of two anti-
toxins with different chemical and physical properties. These
last tvvo studies in waxoh the electropaoretic method of analysis
was used showed that the Y aatitoxia present in theV globulin
was precipitated with the euglobulin, and the |2> antitoxin present
in the
fa
globulin was precipitated with the pseuuoglobulin. The
former, a rapidly flocculating antitoxin is lost in the usual
methods of concentration, so that concentrated antitoxin con-
sists of the more slowly flocculating ^antitoxin.
In 1934 Gerlough and white (^9) studied the effect of heat
on crude tetanal antitoxin under coaditioas differing with re-
gard to pH, concentration of phenol, aaa concentra tion of
neutral .salts. Since the minimum rate of destruction under
various conditions oocurred at pH o.o to 7.3, they concluded
the process, by .vhxoh tae antitoxin .vas destroyed, was a hydro-
lytic one catalyzed by }{*~ and 0H~ . Phenol increased the rate
markedly, a coaoeatra tioa of 0«6 pnr ceat cauaiag aa iacrease of
approximately 28 times. Ia the preseaoe of neutral salts the
c
the rate was at a maximum at a total ionic strength between 0.6
and 0.9/VL, but when the amount of neutral salts was increased,
the rate decreased. Plasma ,;as adjusted to pH 6.7 or 6.8 and
the rate of destruction determined at 60 to t>5 C. >it b0 C the
reaction followed a unimoleoular course reasonably well, but at
65 C it did not do so In the later stages of tiie reaction.
Hartley (35) has referred to the experiments of Madsen and
.telbam with diphtheric antitoxin in which they determined the
rate of destruction at 65 to 74 C. These authors, he said,
concluded tnat the reaction representing loss of potency was a
biraolecuLar one.
During this period there were many studies dealing tilth the
flagellar and somatic antigens and their corresponding agglut-
inins. According to Top ley and /ilson (75) the first reports
of the existence of these two agglutinins received little atten-
tion until iftil and Felix published their papers. Arkwright
( 2 ) has referred to and discussed these in a review. He says
that they founa the agglutinin was destroyed in 30 minutes at
70 C while the H agglutinin was only partly destroyed at this
temperature. Orcutt (63) confirmed the verJl of Beyer and Reagh
(10) with hog-oxiolex-a bacillus in finding the or somatic
agglutinins destroyed at 70 C while the flagellar agglutinins
were not appreciably affected at this temperature. After being
heated at 75 G, the latter related more slowly.
Felix and Olitzki (£5) reported that when agglutinating
sera .vere diluted before they were heateo, the lost; in potency
t
was less in the more dilute samples, with regard to the effect
of heat on and H agglutinins their results were in agreement
with those of other woricers. They said the agglutinins for
B.raelitensis had the same thermal lability as the agglutinins
but those for the Flexner and Y strains of the Shigella were
more resistant than the agg lutinins but much les3 so than the
H agglutinins. It xs interesting that they found the agglut-
of patientsinin for Proteus X19 *a tne seram,/ "with typnus less resistant
to heat than the agglutinin in the sera of rabbits immunized
with Proteus But the agglutinin present in the serum
of a patient infected with Proteus was as resistant to heat as
that in the immune rabbit serum.
Two interesting papers by Jones (44,4o) were published in
1927 and 1988. The first dealt with the effect of heat on
these antibodies present in immune rabbit serum: flagellar and
somatic agglutinin, red-cell agglutinin, hemolysin and precipi-
tin, All tne sera were diluted 1:2 or 1:4 before they were
heated, ivfter bein^- heated the different antibodies were
entirely inactivated as follows: the somatic agglutinin and
precipitin at 75 C, the red-cell agglutinin at 80 C and the
hemolysin at 85 C. Some flagellar agglutinin remained even
after the serum was heated at 90 0. ,/hile the aotivity of all
except the red-cell ag, lutinin was diminished after 20 minutes
at 65 C, it showed a sharp decline at 70 C, a temperature at
which tne otxier antibodies were fairly stable. All of the
antibodies were unaffected after 6 hours at 50, 55 and 60 C.

All except the flagellar agglutinin were destroyed after longer
periods at 60 C.
In the second investigation the inhibiting effect of heat-
ed iiaiaune sera was studied. The antisera were prepared in
rabbit3 with B. abortus and with a motile strain of hog-cholera
bacillus as antigens, ,/ith both of these antisera Jones was
able to demonstrate ft specific inhibiting effect on the unheat-
ed sera. The antiserum to B.abortus showed this inhibition
after 20 minutes at 70, 75, or 80 C; the other antiserum showed
this effect most markedly after 20 minutes at 7£> C. Both had
neither inhibiting nor agglutinating power after being heated
at 90 C. Without giving the details of the experiment Jones
said that antisera for B. abortus heated at 70, 7b, and 80 C
entirely or partially fixed complement. In addition he made the
interesting observation that organisms exposed to their homo-
logous heated serum, subsequently removed, and washed with
physiological salt solution »vere agglutinated by antirabbit
serum. Thus he showed beyond doubt that inhibiting nonfloocu-
lating antibody was able to combine with its antigen.
In experiments designed lo fiudan explanation for the
inhibition-zone Shibley (71) utilized the inhibiting effect of
heated immune serum. His agglutinating antisera were prepared
in the rabbit or in the horse with ft.typhosa, B.melitent, is
,
D. pneumoniae , and several of the Shigella as antigens. In all
cases the sera were diluted either Ljc or 1:10 in salt solution
before they were heated, because he found that when they were
13
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heated in stronger dilutions or undiluted the sera became
turbid. Both the temperature used and the time of exposure to
this temperature proved to be important in effecting the pheno-
menon of inhibition. Different temperatures were required for
different sera, the range being from 62 to 76 C with short
periods of exposure - 6 to 10 minutes. The point at which all
agglutination was abolished ranged from b4 to 78 C. It v/as
possible to produce an inhibition zone by heating for prolonged
periods at lower temperatures; for example comparable zones
were produced by heating the same serum for 10 minutes at 66 C
and for 4 hours at b9 C. In general the time required for the
inhibition-zone to appear, to become complete, and for all ag-
glutinating power to be destroyed was more or less proportional
to the temperature, jui experiment in which antishiga serum was
heated for 10 minutes at temperatures ranging from bo to 76 C
showed an interesting and puzzling result: the iiihibition-zone
appeared at 64 C; widened to reach a peak at 66 to 69 C; became
narrower at 70 C and from 71 to 74 C agglutination occurred as
it had before the serum was heated with the exception of a
slight lowering of the titer.
Another point which Shibley investigated was the effeot of
the H ion concentration of the diluted serum. With the tempera
tures from 70 to 7b C and H ion concentration of b.4 to 7#0
broader inhibition-zones appeared at the higher pH's.
Shibley confirmed Jones' observation that the inhibition-
zone was a serologically specific phenomenon, both by the use
rc
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of heated heterologous serum and by shoeing that homologous
serum, absorbed after heating, did not inhibit agglutination by
unheated aeruia. How that we know more about quantitative re-
lationsnips existing between antigen and antibody, hit) observa-
tion regarding the influence of the concentration of tiie bac-
terial suspension upon the appearance and breadth of the inhibi-
tion-zone has added interest.
One of his heated sera developed a faint opalescence which
could not be removed in the centrifuge. 3ut after filtration
through a Berkefeld K filter this serum no longer had an inhi-
bition-zone showing that there had been physical alteration of
the antibody, probably an increase in size.
Coca and Kelly (15) reported the unusual circumstance of
obtaining an antiserum for H. influenzae that would not agglu-
tinate its homologous strain but would agglutinate heterologous
strains. This nonagglutinating serum was capable of apecifio
inhibition, and it was possible to adsorb the inhibiting sub-
stance with the homologous organism. Such absorbed serum would
no longer agglutinate the heterologous strains. These author b
did not consider this naturally oocurring, nonaggluti:iat ing
antibody modified agglutinin or agglutiaoid. i.ll that can be
said is that oaenically and physically it might be quite differ-
ent from agglutinin modified by heat or ageing, but reaotively
,
it was sinilar. Iff know frosi more recent work, the presence in
serum of combining but nonprecipitatiii£ antibody is probably not
uncommon in the early stages of immunization. The presence of
•nil. »/i
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such antibody has been demonstrated by Pappenheimer (65) and by
Heidelberger and Treffers (37) in the same equine antiovalbumin
.
Felton (26) and Felton and Bailey (27) heated equine anti-
pneumoooocal sera and antibody-solution to determine the effect
of heat on protective pov/er. Type I serum after 60 minutes at
66 C showed only slightly diminished protective power but it no
longer precipitated on dilution with distilled water, and ac-
cording to Felton "...takes on the pearly sheen of an alkaline
serum in solution". Six samples of fresh type I antipneumo-
ooccal serum heated for 30 minutes at L>6 C retained their pro-
tective power, while 2 samples of antibody solution under simi-
lar conditions lost 20 und75 per cent respectively of their
protective power. The agglutinative, precipitive and complement
fixing titers of both serum and antibody-solution dropped mark-
edly after they were heated; the decrease vi th the exception of
the fixing titer was more marked for serum than for antibody
solution, Felton and Bailey concluded that, the antibodies in
antipneumoooccal sera, other than the protective one, were rela-
tively thermo labile . Their explanation for the decreased reac-
tivity was the alkalinity of the sera - pH increased by 0.3.
Rather than indicating the presence of two or more antibodies
v/ith different thermal lability, probably these results indicate
one antibody in which the combining power is unaffected by heat
and henoe the power to protect remained.
The effect of heat upon the ability of a scrum to confer
passive sensitivity was determined. In the experiments of
-Of
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f«i!l (82) » whioh he repeated several ti^ea with identical
results, rabbit antihorse oerum diluted 1:10 in physiological
salt solution and heated for 30 minutes at 70 C lost its pov/er
to precipitate but its power to sensitize was only slightly
diminished. Coca (16) said that he and Grove found anaphylact-
ic antibody slightly affected in sensitizing pov/er by heating
for 30 minutes at Lo C.
Finally, there appeared in the German journals several
papers presenting the results of experiments, in which substances
that prevent the coagulating effect of heat on protein, were
used in studying the effect of heat on immune sera,
Silber and Sohaecter (72) attributed the loss of agglutina-
ting power in immune serum after it waa heated to changes in
physical state and not to the uestruction of antibody. C'hey
said that a pH of 8.3 to 10 or the presence of a substance call-
ed fermentoid prevented the coagulation of serum so that the
alkaline serum could be heated for one hour at 70 to 9b C and
serum containing fermentoid at 70C without lowering the titer.
This finding of a favorable effect with increased alkalinity is
the reverse of the results of Streng who, according to Marrack
£9a) , found that the destruction of agglutinins by heat was much
accelerated by the addition of alkali.
Silber and Nlkolskaja (73) studied the thermostability of
agglutinins in the presence of substances that retard ooagula-
tion. Heat did not affect agglutinin wlien Bayer 206 or hydro-
chloric acid was present in the serum; and the presence of
*1
glycerol, 3 volumes, and of auorose in agglutinating seiuper-
mitted heating for 60 minutes at 75 C witn no change in titer.
Another paper by Beilinason ( 9 ) dealt with the effect of
heat upon serum and upon egg albumin in the presence of glycerol
and sucrose. He found their physico-chemical properties more
or less unchanged ufter being heated under such conditions; the
protective uotion oi glycerol was less than that oi sucrose and
it varied according to the concentration, and the temperature
used. In a sufficient concentration of sucrose rabbit serum
was completely thermostabile at 62 C and eg, albumin at 75 C.
These three papers were read as abstracts and the experi-
mental details were not given, so it is impossible to comment
on the results reported by the authors.
During the second period some experimental results report-
ed by earlier workers were confirmed. Investigation of old
problems was continued, new facts were discovered so that added
information about the effect of heat upon antibociy, as it
exists in immune serum was obtained. The more important facts
ascertained are summarized below.
The existence of somatic and flagellar ag< lutinins and
their different resxstanoe to heat was confirmed.
The combining power of agglutinin modified by heat was
confirmed.
Complete destruction of different antibodies was observed
when the antisera were iieateu at 64 to 90 C for 6 to 30 uinutes,
and the formation of modified agglutinin with the appearance of
the inhibition-zone at 62 to 80 C for the same leiigth of time.
•
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It was shown that the concentration of H ions, the concen-
tration of neutral salts, the presence of phenol, and the con-
centration of the serum - that is, whether diluted or undiluted
- are important factors in determining the effect of heat on
immune sera.
Concerning the development of inhibition and the inhibition
zone the following facts were ascertained; inhibition is
speoifio; longer periods of heating at lower temperatures are
as effective in the formation of nonagglutinating antibody and
the inhibition-zone as shorter periods at higher temperatures;
the pH of the serum heated determines the width of the inhibi-
tion-zone; the concentration of the bacterial suspension used in
testing the heated serum is a factor determining the v/idth of
the zone.
Naturally occurring, nonagglutinating, inhibiting antibody
was observed.
The protective power of heated equine antipneumococoal
serum is only slightly diminished, but the agglutinative, pre-
cipitive, and fixing titers are markedly lowered.
Heated immune rabbit serum that do* 8 not precipitate its
antigen confers passive anaphylaxis.
The application of heat uncier controlled conditions is a
useful measure in refining some therapeutic sera.
-
*
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Scientists interested in the chemistry of the proteins have
had in recent years the use of two important tools, the ultra-
centrifuge and the Tiselius apparatus. Ingenious serological
investigations, also, have contributed to our present increased,
but still inadequate knowledge of these important substances.
All advances in our understanding of the structure and propert-
ies of proteins have reacted favorably on investigations of
antigens and antibodies. Improved methods of analysis for the
constituent amino acids in proteins, on which some chemists have
worked patiently for years, have justified the time and labor
expended upon them. Re-examination of Uie theory of the struc-
ture of proteins by Chibnall (14) has provided a new conception
of their structure, and has, perhaps, brought us nearer to an
understanding of these complex compounds.
van der Soheer, .^ckoff, and Clark (79) were the first to
use the elec trophoretio method of Tiselius in the study of heat-
ed serum. After normal equine serum had been heated at 65 or
70 C for 30 minutes they observed the presence of a new compon-
ent which they called C. This component had the following
characteristics: (l)the elec trophoretio mobility was like that
of beta-globulin; (2) it arose at the expense of the globulins
and finally the albumin; (3) it was insoluble in distilled water;
(4) it was heterogeneous. Albumin and globulin were obtained by
ha If-saturating the serum v/ith ammonium sulphate. The solutions
were dialyzed and adjusted to the volume of the original serum,
.^hen these solutions were heated separately there was no change
<
in the eleotrophoretio pattern of the albumin, but the globulin
developed a huge C-peak. The material responsible for this C-
peak oould be removed by oentrifugation under conditions that
would not sediment globulins in true solution, A heated, re-
constituted serum developed a G-peak that was similar to the one
in the heated serum. Whan tetanal antitoxin was heated a C com-
ponent developed with a reduction in the albumin, and T and V
components. Heated antipneumococcal serum coagulated after 10
minutes at 65 C; eleotrophoretio analysis of the supernate re-
vealed that the /component had disappeared.
The formation of the C component ixi antipneumococal serum
was observed by ICrejoi et al (54) after the serum had been heat-
ed at 64 to 66 C for 10 minutes. This heated serum retained its
specific preoipitabili ty - one of two that did so out of the
nine examined - and after heating the serum was found to contain
more
70 per cent/specifically precipitable nitrogen. They ./ere able
to sediment this C component hy centrifugalizing the heated
serum at high speed; the supernatant had a much lower concentra-
tion of gamma globulin and no specifically preoipitable nitrogen
The redispersed sediment was practically pure C component and
most of it was specifically precipitable with homologous poly-
saccharide.
The finding of Krejci et al (54) that heated aatipneumo-
cocoaL serum contained an increased amount of specifically pre-
oipitable nitrogen was confirmed by Hendry and Murdock (38).
They noted ratner constantly an increase of 1.2 times with no
increase in protective power. In addition tney made the
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interesting observation xhat pneumooocoal antibody of 90 per cent
purity, obtained by dissolution from carbohydrate, behaved dif-
ferently depending upon whether it was heated in saline or in
normal equine serum. In the latter case there was an increase in
specifically precipitubie protein; in the first case there was a
decrease in precipitable protein and protective activity.
The experiments of Jennings and Smith (43) and Krejci,
Jennings, and Smith ($#), in whioh equine pneumococcal antibody
was heated in the presence of nonspecific protein, have provided
additional information about the inaotivation of antibody. Pre-
oipitability of the serum was completely lost after 10 minutes
at 6t> C but the water-insoluble globulin from the serum heated
for the same time and temperature retained its precipitability.
The globulin failed to precipitate when it was so heated, if
previously it had been mixed with normal horse serum, heterolo-
gous immune serum, and the water-soluble proteins of homologous
iiaaune serum. Nonprotein oolloias, and the following proteins:
gelatin, ovalbumin ana myogen (rabbit) nad no effect upon the
antibody when it was heated in their presence. Casein, however,
did inactivate the antibody under similar conditions. When the
heated mixtures containing casein were examined by the electro-
phoretio method it was found that the antibody-globulin hud
formed a complex vith the alpha casein. Antibouy-globulin of
unchanged mobility was present, also. These authors did not tes
the various preparations of nonpreoipitating antiboay for their
oombining or inhibiting properties.

One very interesting short artiole has been published by
Hardt, Huddelson, and Ball (32) in which they described the
eleetrophoretio patterns of unheated bovine plasma, bovine plasma
heated for 60 minutes at 65 C, and bovine plasma saturated with
glucose and heated for 60 minutes at 6b C. The plasma containing
glucose remained clear and did not have a C component xii its
pattern; it did have a small new peak X in the descending pattern
next to the alpna-2 globulin and the fibrogen, beta globulin
and gamma globulin areas were decreased. In the plasma heated
without the addition of glucose a coagulum formed. The eleetro-
phoretio pattern obtained with material clear^oy spinning showed
the C component.
Papers by KleozkowsKi (t>0,t>l) and by Bawden and Kleczkowski
(7,8) have dealt with the effect of heat on immune rabbit sera.
In one of these Kleczicowski presented the results of experiments
with antisera for a number of different antigens some of which
formed precipitates of the H-type and some of the 0-type; the
the tobacco mosaic virus was used to exemplify the first type and
the tomato bushy stunt virus the second. Some effects resulting
after these two sera were heated are shown below. The sera were
diluted 1:10 in saline before they were heated.
Tomato Bushy 3tunt Tobaooo Mosaic
Temperature Precipitation Inhibition Ppt'n inhibition
10' 7o C + +0
10 1 80 C i-T +0
10' 90 C

It is evident that the antibodies for both antigens were
destroyed at 90 G , but at 7o and 80 C these antibodies behaved
in a directly opposite way with regard to precipitive and inhi-
bitive properties. J hen weaker dilutions of the bushy stunt
antiserum were heated, the precipitating power was less affected
and the phenomenon of inhibition did not appear, when a solu-
tion of rabbit serum-albumin was used as a diluent for both sera
the destructive effect of neat on precipitation was increased
and the inhibitive power of tne bushy stunt antiserum was en-
hanced.
The antibody in these antiviral sera was separable in the
euglobulin-fraction. The effect of heat - 70 C for 15 to 240
minutes - upon solutions of this redissolveu protein was deter-
mined. In comparison witn whole serum there was no loss in pre-
cipitating power of the antibody for the bushy stunt virus and
the antibody for tobacco mosaic was lest* affected than it had
been in whole serum, when these antibouies were heatea in the
presence of albumin the results were similar to those obtained
with whole serum. The two antibouies, therefore, reactea dif-
ferently to heat only when the antibody-containing globulin was
heated in the presence of otner proteins.
Bawden and Kleczkowski (7) obtained some interesting
results when they heated various antigens in saline, and in a
solution of rabbit serum-albumin. These are snown below.
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Diluent .antigen Reaction with antiserum
Saline (pH 7.0) bushy stunt virus flocoulation more rapid and
in higher dilution
Albumin n combination but no flocoulation
Saline(pH 7.0) tobacco mosaic large loss in serologic activity
v^rus
albumin " M slight change in " "
Both of tnese viruses aft or being heated in tiie presence of
human serum-albumin were precipitated by an antiserum for this
protein. But human serum-globulin after being heated in the
presence of either rabbit or human serum-albumin, and human
serum-albumin in the presence of rabbxt serum-albumin, combined
with but did not precipitate with their specific antisera. Thus
these experiments show that the plant viruses can form complexes
with proteins of animal origin under the influence of heat, i-.lso,
that proteins of different animal origin caii form complexes when
they are heated together.
In a later paper Bawden and Kleczkowstfi (8) investigated
the antigenicity of some of these complexes by injecting rabbits
with virus and with human serum globulin both complexed with
rabbit serum-albumin. Tne antisera obtained appeared to be
identioal with those produoed by rabbits when normal virus or
globulin was used as an antigen. The nonpreoipitating complexes
fixed complement. These same authors made an extensive study of
the effect of heat on the precipitating, fixing, and inhibiting
power of antisera to bushy stunt and tobacco mosaic viruses.
The results are tabulated below.
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Precipitation Fixation Inhibition
At 75
bushy stunt virus 4
tobacco mosaic virus + +0
At 80 C
bushy stunt virus
-r +
tobacco mosaic virus + ?
They found that the power to neutralize infectivity and to fix
complement were equally affected by heat. The antisera for
tobacco mosaic virus lost all tneir serologic reactions almost
simultaneously, but the other antisera lost the power to preci-
pitate before the other reactions were affected.
Finally, Kleozkowslci (52) determined the influence of
various salts in different concentrations upon the formation of
complexes when solutions containing proteins were heated. lie
the
found that/ effect of salts depended upon the salt usea and its
concentration, and the pll of the solution, - that is, whether
it was on the alkaline or acid side of the isoelectric point of
the proteins.
There remain to be discussed a few studies that deal with
the effect of denaturatin^ agents other than heat upon the sero-
logic activities of immune sera. Ueurath and his associates
have published many papers dealing with the denaturing effect of
heat, urea, and guanidine hydrochloride on proteins; in one of
these studies antipneumoooocal senna was used. All of the work
bears directly or indirectly upon the problem of denaturation of
antibody. But, smoe tne related problem of the denaturation of
proteins could properly be the subject for a lon# thesis, it will
be possible to mention only a few of their papers.
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Heurath, Cooper
r
and Erickaon (ol) found that urea and
guanidine hydrochloride caused a Large increase in the relative
viscosity and a decrease in tne diffusion constant of solutions
of crystalline equine serum-albumin, but the molecular weight of
the protein did not appear to change, rJhey thought these changes
were due to an inoreased molecular asymmetry resulting from an
unfolding of the molecule. 2ach concentration of urea or guani-
dine hydrochloride probably represented a certain stage in the
unfolding process. Cooper and Heurath (17) stated that heat
effected changes in viscosity, diffusion, and electropnoretic
pattern of this same protein. The pH and ionic strength of the
solutions were important factors in these changes. After being
heated in a solution of pH 7.6, the albumin differed from the
native in average particle size and shape, in elec trophoretic
mobility and pattern, and in susceptibility to tryptio digestion
The changes in mean particle shape at this pK were small in com-
parison with those produced by concentrated solutions of urea or
guanidine hydrochloride, and the changes did not indicate unfold
ing of the molecule.
A certain amount of reversal of denaturation was possible
after the crystalline albumin had been denatured by urea if the
urea was removed by dialysis. The regenerated protein resembled
the native in size axid shape but differed in solubility, eleotro-
phoretio pattern and in response to tryptic digestion. Ericsson
andueurath (23) concluded that the regenerated protein laoked
"..•the speoilio intrinsic configuration of the native protein".

They immunized rabbits with the native and V7ith the regenerated
compound. With two exceptions the native stimulated the produc-
tion of a much larger amount of antibody than the regenerated
protein. All the antiregenerated sera had an identical combining
capacity for both proteins, but two of the antinative sera were
able to combine with 5 to 8 times as much native protein as they
were with regenerated protein. They considered these two pro-
teixis to be immunologically equivalent. Doubtless they »/ere
with some of the sera but certainly not with others. They con-
cluded that the physico-chemical properties which they studied
were not important in determining the antigenicity of the native
protein.
Neurath et al (62) reported that the effect of urea on
equine pseudoglobulin was similar to the effect on the albumin,
but the effeot of guanidine hydrochloride differed depending
upon the concentration.
In a short article in Science, Erickson and Neurath (£4)
reported one experiment in which guanidine hydrochloride was used
to denature antipneumococcal antibody for the type I polysacc-
haride. The antibody was obtained by dissociation of the speci-
fic precipitate. The total amount of precipitable nitrogen was
determined for the untreated antibody, for regenerated antibody,
and for irreversibly denatured antibody. The antibody-antigen
ratios for these three preparations were different; there was a
difference too, in the per cent of the total antibody that was
precipitable. The autnors considered their results did not
HQ

support Pauling's hypothesis that the difference between antibody-
globulin and normal globulin xa merely one cf steric arrangement
The denaturing effect of urea on concentrated diphtheric
antitoxin was studied by Jright (84). Pappenheimer et al (66)
had reported previously that this antitoxin was not destroyed bi-
strong urea solutions. Wright used urea in concentrations of
1.9 to 7.6 molar allowing the antitoxin to remain in contact
with the urea for 48 hours. The urea was then removed by dialy-
sis. One hundred per cent of the flocculating and neutralizing
activity remained in some of the samples, but the time of floe-
oulation increased. Sixty percent of the neutralizing power re-
mained in a sample that did not flocculate in the Ramon Test.
The II ion concentration was an important factor in the denatura-
tion of the antitoxin by urea; the least effect was found at pE
8. The inactivation pf antitoxin at pH 7.82 in concentration
of 7 #5 molar urea was found to be a first order reaction with
respect to the antitoxin.
iright explained the denaturing effect of urea on antitoxin
on the basis of Pauling's theory of the nature of antibody in
that he considered the urea competed for the hydrogen bonding
affinity of the peptide linkage and perhaps by breaking other
hydrogen bonds. The loss in flocculating power he attributed to
the formation of univalent antibody.

There is a fairly extensive literature dealing with the
effect of ultraviolet light and photo-oxidation on proteins. A
few papers have appeared in which the results of photo-oxidation
of antibody were described. Harris (33,34) studied the photo-
oxidation of plasma, and some proteins and amino uoids. He foxmi
that hematoporphyrin, chlorophyll, and certain dyes increased the
the velocity of the oxidation of plasma. Although many proteins
would ta&e up oxygen when exposed to the radiations of the mer-
cury arc, gelatin did not. Most amino acids were insensitive to
these radiations but tryptophane and tyrosine absorbed oxygen at
a rapid rate.
Henry (39) investigated the photochemioal despeoiation of
equine serum as a possible solution of the problem of sensitivit;
to foreign protein. Normal horse serum was irradiated for 3 to
4 days with visible light or with ultraviolet light of known in-
tensity and wave length. Determination of the antigenicty of th<
treated serum was made using guinea pigs and rabbits. He stated,
"fresh antigenicities of deviated specificity and of an aotivity
of the order of l/oOth, 1/ 100th, and less than 1/20, 000th that oj
normal horse serum were obtained". There was a residual content
of material having the same antigenic aotivity as normal equine
serum approximately equivalent to 1/1000, 1/10,000, and 1/100,00(
that of the untreated serum. There is much interesting material
in the discust ion-section of this paper that it is impossible to
consider in detail.
Ross carried out experiments to determine the photodynamio
action of methylene blue and light on aiitipneumoooccal serum
c
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(69), and on diphtheric antitoxin (b8). These two sera were af-
fected differently; contrary to the usual experience in studies
of denaturation, the antipneumocoocal serum was the more resist-
ant. In the case of the antitoxin both the neutralizing and floc-
culating power was lost. The antipneumocoooal serum showed re-
duced precipitating, agglutinating, and protective powers. How-
ever, it would combine with its antigen even though it was alter-
ed. ..hen this latter serum was diluted in normal serum the loss
of agglutinating power was less than it was when the serum was
diluted in saline and exposed to the pnotodynamic action of lighl
and metnylene blue.
In the same year that Ross published his papers, a short on<
on the same subject appeared by Zia, Chow, and T'ung (83). They
used antityphoia serum, antipneumococcal serum type I, diphtheric
antitoxin, and purified antipneumococcal serum type I. The dyes
used, eosin and methylene blue, were founo. to have similar actioj)i
although the optimal concentration was not tne same for both. The
titers of the H and agglutinins ill the antityphoid serum were
muoh reduced; the redaction was greater for the agglutinin. The
neutralizing power of the antitoxin was reduced, and, also, the
amount of specifically preoipitable nitrogen obtained from the
antipneumocoocal serum.
Reoently Tyler (76,77) and Tyler and bwingle (78) have pub-
lished papers dealing with tne photo-oxidation of sera. In the
first of these Tyler used agglutinating axid precipitating sera
prepared in rabbits. The agglutinating and precipitating power
<
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was destroyed, but the ability to corabine specifically, - as
shown by inhibition of untreated sera - ./as retained. The alter
ed antibody was nondialyzable and could be salted out at one
half saturation With ammonium sulphate, Reparation of this
fraction with ammonium sulphate, followed subsequently by irra-
diation showed tnat the agglutinin was resistant to exposures 2
to 4 times those required to inactivate whole serum. In the
second paper further experiments with rabbit serum were present-
ed, and some experiments with diphtheric antitoxin, i.ntiseium
for sheep erythrocytes prepared in tne rabbit and photo-oxidized
to the point where it had a maximal inhibitive titer showed a
i;0-fold reduotion in its direct anaphylactic action on guinea
pigs. Two photo -oxidized rabbit antipneumococcal sera that wouKl
not precipitate, but would inhibit, had progressively decreased
ability to confer passive sensitization in guinea pigs. The pro-
tective value of the sera was reduced one half and one twelfth
respectively. Photo-oxidation of diphtheric antitoxin resulted
in a 50-fold reduotion in its power to shocJc guinea pigs active-
ly sensitized witn untreated serum, but in only a 2-fold reduc-
tion in its capacity to neutralize toxin.
In a tnird study by Tyler and Rwiiigle (78) the protective
value of photo-oxidized antipneumocoocal rabbit serum and diph-
theric antitoxin was determined. The antipneumococcal serum,
photo-oxidized to the point where it would no longer precipitate
with its antigen, had approximately one half its protective
power for mice. »iith further treatment the protective value
i
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dropped off rapidly to zero while tiie inhibiting titer passed
t
through a maximum. By salting out with ammonium sulphate and by
electrophoresis they ./ere able to separate a precipitating and
protective antibody from a treated serum. The diphtheric anti-
toxin was more resistant to photo-oxidation. After it became
nonfloooulating, it had the same antitoxic value o.s the control.
As photo-oxidation was continued the antitoxic value was slowly
reduced.
Tyler, and Tyler ana swindle explaxned all their results on
the premise that univalent antibody was produced as a result of
photo-oxidation of the immune seru. In the ticra subjected to
electrophoretio analysis they observed an increase in mobilities
and a decrease in tne number of components. Tnis finding was
considered indicative of an interaction of the scrum proteins.
paper by Smetana and Shemin in which they reported the
results of studies on photo-oxidation of antigen and aiitibodies
was overlooked tfhen the bibliography was arranged. This paper
appeared in the Journal of Experimental Medicine in 1941, volume
73, pages 223 to 242. The antisera studied were rabbit anti-
ovalburai-i and the gamma globulin from this serum, eijnine anti-
pneumocoocal serum and Felton ? s antibody solution. Kematopor-
phyrin-HCl was used as the sensitizer. As photo-oxidation was
continued the amount of specifically preoipitable nitrogen de-
creased and less antigea was required to produoe the maximal
precipitate. The sera were neither cested for inhibitive pro-
perties, nor for combining power after the ability to precipitate
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was almost gone. In an attempt to find an explanation for the
altered reactivity of the sera the per cent of tyrosine, trypto-
phane, cystine, and noncosgulable nitrogen was determined for un-
treated and for photo-oxiuized ] elton antibouy-solution and for
the gamma globulin obtained from the rabbit ant i -ovalbumin serum,
There was no change in the amino acids. The noncoagolable nitro-
gen was slightly inoreasea in the oase of the antibody solution.
No*
The per cent o± ^eoagulable nitrogen was doubled in the solution
of gamma globulin, but Smetana and Shemxn aid not oonsider this
significant. They thought splitting of the molecules was not in*
dicated. Photo-oxidation caused a marked alteration in the el-
eotrophoretic patterns of the sera, and when these sera were spun
in the ultracentrii'uge there was an inoreasea sedimentation rate
indicating the formation of aggregates.
The disoussion of tne results obtained in this period by
investigators usin^: different methods of denaturating antibody
will follow the seotion on experimental work.
FJCPiiRIMEIfTAL WORK
The object of the experimental work was to uetermine the
effect of moderate heat on the flocculating and combining pro-
perties of antihemooyanin. Most of the experiments were carried
out with an equine antihemooyanin obtained from a horse that had
reoeived a series of injections of the hemocyanin obtained from
the blood of Busycon aanaliculatuin. The fifth bleeding was used
in all tne experiments with this serum. Rabbit antihemooyanin
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was used in a few experiments. The hemocyanin used as antigen
was obtained by isoelectric precipitation from the blood of
Busyoon; it was twice reprecipitated making a total of three
precipitations.
Preliminary experiments, carried out in 1940, showed that
the equine antiheiaocyanin after being heated at b7 to 70 C for
20 to 30 minutes would no longer flocculate when mixed with
varying amounts of hemocyanin. However, the heated antiserum
would inhibit markedly and specifically the floccuiation of un-
heated serum wnen it *&s present in an optimally flocculating
mixture. Floccuiation was delayed for many minutes up to three
or four days. The mixtures containing heated antiserum gave
more precipitate than the control-mixture.
Between November 1940 and March 1944 six different samples
of equine antiheiaocyanin were heated for 20 or 30 minutes at 68
to 70 C. After they were heated, all except sample #6 were test-
ed for floooulative, inhibitive and additive properties. The
typical prooedure is shown below. The most rapidly flocculating
amount of antigen for O.L ml of a 1:5 dilution of the uuheated
serum was determined, and this amount of hemocyanin contained in
0.5 ml of saline was used in testing the inhibiting power of
heated serum.
t
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inhibition shown by heated sample #1
Unheated ml 0.2b 0.2b 0.2b 0.2b 0.2b 0.25 0.2b 0.2b 0.2b -
1:2.5
Heated ml 0.2b 0.22 0.20 0.17 0.14 0.12 0.10 O.Ob - 0.25
1;2.5
Sol. of
Antigen ml O.b O.b 0.5 O.b O.b O.b 0.5 0.5 O.b 0.6
Time in
minutes 300 108 60 lb
^Volumes were adjusted to O.b ml with salt solution before the
dilution of antigen was added.
After 48 hours the remaining tubes, with the exception of the
tube oontaining heated serum only, contained flooculent precipi-
tate.
Samples 1 to b diu not flocculate with antigen after they
were heated, and all of them when tested as shown above delayed
or completely inhibited flocculation of unheated serum and hemo-
oyanin. Those tubes in which flocculation occurred after the
mixtures had stood for 24 hours or longer oontained larger
amounts of precipitate thau the control to which no heated serum
was added. The different samples showed some variation in the
degree of their inhibitive and additive properties. They were
the least marked in sample fd, Tiiis sample was heated in an
amount of 1000 ml while the others were in amounts of 30 to 100
ml. It is possible that this larger volume did not attain a
temperature of 68 to 70 C throughout. As the serum aged it
tended to become more viscid when it was heatea, and tended, als
to lose rather quickly the inability to form precipitate with
antigen.
The amount of nitrogen present in washed precipitates ob-
tained from various mixtures of unheated and heated serum and
r*
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antigen was determined by the mioroxjeldahl method. Samples 1 to
5 were tested lor additive effects in a mixture containing opti-
mal quantities of unheated serum and antigen, samples 1 and 2 for
additive effects in a mixture containing aa excess of antiserum,
and samples £ and 4 for tsuoh effects in a mixture containing an
excess of antigen. The uniform procedure used in preparing the
mixtures was to pipette into the tube the umount a of heated and
unheated serum, then tne hemooyanin, and finally 8aline in suf-
ficient amount to bring the contents of each tube to the same
volume. Table I shows in detail the results of such experiments
with sample #2. Inspection of this table shows that the presence
of 1/4 to 1-1/2 volumes of heated antiserum in tne mixtures caus-
ed about the same increase in the precioitate in each zone as
shown by the amount of nitrogen present. The presence of heated
normal e juine serum in different mixtures of unheated antihemo-
oyanin did not iuorease the amount of preoioitate formed. The
same result waa obtained with heated diphtheric antitoxin in the
optimal zone; it was not added to the other mixtures. In one
instance a mixture of heated serum and hemooyanin was prepared,
and tne unheated serum was adued after the mixture had stood for
48 hours in the icebox. There was no precipitate la the mixture
before the addition of unheated serum, ihe amount of precipitate
obtained following its addition was tne same as that obtained
from a mixture prepareu in the usual way.
Table II shows the increase in the amount of precipitate
obtained witn samples 1 to 4 of heated antihemoc^/anin wnen they

TABLE I
^SPECIFICALLY PRECIPIT^BLE NITROGEN OBTAINED FRQii MIXTURES
COliTAIEIHG BOTH UttHEATED SERUM Alfl) HEATED SAMPLE §Z
Optimal Zone
6335
ml
6336heated
dil.i;4
Antigen-N
My
Ppt-tt
Ai^
Inoreas
0.16 0.16 100 492 1.4
0.16 0.32 100 670 1.6
dil.l:2
0.16 0.32 100 320 1.8
0.16 0.48 100 353 2.0
0.16 0.64 100 413 2.3
Zone of Antigen-excess
633k 633k Antigen-N Ppt-N Inorease
0.12 0.12 250 477 1.3
0.12 0.24 8*0 621 1.8
undil.
c. m
0.1 0.1 200 696 2.3
0!l2 0.18 2b0 1026 2.9
0.213 - 600 742
Zone of Antibody-excess
6335 633.
ml heated
ml
0.4 0.1
0.4 0.2
0.4 0.4
0.4 0.6
0.4
Antigen-N Ppt-H Increase
140 688 1.4
140 864 1.7
140 1031 2.1
140 1069 2.1
140 oOO
177 ~/fc^ I expected from 0.08 ml 633* t 100 /jtpntigen-E

TABLE II
THE INCREASE IK £OTaL ?KSCI?XTABXJI NITRCGEII WITH
DIFFERENT IkMEUR OF HSaTED B^JIBB aKTIIL^MOCYANIN
In an optimal mixture of unheated serum and hemocyanin
In mixtures prepared in the zones of antigen and
antibody-exoess
Optimal Mixture
Vol. of Increase in ppt-N
heated serum Sample
1 2 3 4 1*
1/4 1.4
1/3 1.6
1/2 1.6
2/3 2.3
aa 3.6 1.8
1-1/2 2.0
2x 2.0
3x
4x
ex 5.0
bx i,.3
*The mixtures were prepared 2 years later than the first.
These mixtures were at the antigen-excess end of the opti-
mal zone.
Sample £3 gave same precipitate with hemocyunin alone.
1.8 2 2.7
2.2 3 5.0
2.4 4 b.O
2.9 (7.5
(6.2
c
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TABLE II (Continue d)
Zone of .antigen-lixcess (2x)
Vol. of
heated serum
Increase in ppt-H
sample
2 8* 4
1-1/2
2x
4x
1.3
l.P
2.3
2.9
1.7
2.1
6.3
*This sample was 1 year old when this mixture was made.
At this time other mixtures were made containing 3 to 4
times the optimal amount of antigen. The unheated gave no
precipitate with this quantity. There was no marked pre-
oipitate until 3x volume of heated was added; with a 4x
volume of heated there was a very large increase in the
precipitate.
Zone of Antibody-Excess
Vol. of
heated serum
Increase in ppt-II
Sample
1* 2
1-V
2x
4x
1.4
1.7
2.1
2.1
Heated sample 2 years old. There was no precipitate in the
control containing in one oase unheated and hemooyanin,
and in the other heated and hemooyanin.

were present in the different mixtures. Although there were
some differences in the increase found with the various samples
the trend was the same in all. It was not certain that maximal
increase obtainable was obtained; but in some instances there
#as a leveling off, for example in sample -j'd. With the exception
of fl there was increased precipitate in all three zones; this
sample, which had been heated about two years previous to the
time the mixtures v/ere made, did not add to the preoipitate in
the zone of antibody-excess.
The precipitates formed in mixtures containing heated serum
.vere very soft and hydrophilic in character so they were very
difficult to separate and wash satisfactorily, lor this reason
the determinations of the total nitrogen in precipitates from
duplicate mixtures often did not check so closely as is desirabl
2ven so, the increases were of such an order there could be no
doubt that the presence of heated serum had caused a larger
amount of precipitate to be formed. In the first experiments
the ordinary centrifuge was used in separating the precipitates.
Later it was found that the angle oentrifuge was much more ef-
fective in separating this very hydrophilic material. »/hen some
samples of heateu serum were diluted in saline and spun in the
angle centrifuge the formation of a lower viscid layer was ob-
served. Probably this layer was similar to the gelatinous but-
ton described by Ilrejci, Smith, and Dietz [64], which the}' ob-
tained from seated e juine -trt** antipaeunior occal scrum when it
was spun at high speed.
(
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.after precipitation had taken place in a mixture containing
optimal amounts of serum and heraooyanin, tiie supernate was sepa-
rated in the centrifuge and then removed from the precipitate.
This supernate heated for 30 minutes at i>8 to 70 C did not cause
the formation of increased precipitate when it was present in an
optimal mixture of unheated serum and antigen. Also, this heat-
ed supernate had no inhibiting properties.
It was assumed, wrongly perhaps, that since the heated
serum did not flocculate when diluted and tested in the usual
way that it would not yield a precipitate when mixed undiluted
with heraocyanin. The finding, that some of tiie samples yielded
specific preoipitates after some months of stora,. e in the ice-
box, indicated that the precipitability of all subsequently
heated samples should be determined soon after they were proces-
sed. At the time it was annoying to fine, that as the serum aged
the samples subjected to heat appeared to be more precipitable
.
The increased alkalinity of tne stored serum could be a factor
in this changed reaotivity of the heated samples. After further
study it beoane apparent that this apparent regeneration of the
ability to precipitate was an interesting faot.
The results obtained when heated samples #1, #£>, and j^O
were mixed with antigen only are set forth in table 3. Samples
ftZ and H did not precipitate with an amount of hemooyanin that
was optimal for the unheated serum; other amounts were not tried.
Sample fiZ which was heated in a large volume showed little dif-
ference from the unneated in the few mixtures prepareu; after a
short faeheating it benaved like jb in table III; that is, when
(
TABLE III
SPECIFICALLY PRECIPITABLE NITROGEN OBTAINED
FBOM HEATED E4JINE ANTIHELiOCYANIN 6336
Sample 1
December,
Serum Antigen-N
ml
0.5 150
0.6 250
0.5 500
unheated
0.5 500
trace
(728
(880
(1720
(1628
869
Sample 6
March 20, 1944*
Serum Antigeii-N Ppt-N
ml
0.2 140 962
0.4 140 1683
0.6 140 2127
0.4 + saline no ppt
Unheated
0.5 100 212
Sample 5
March 24, 1944*
Serum
ml
Antigen-N Ppt-N
1.0 1200 720
1.0 940 650
1,0 625 1725
1,0 350 1850
1.0 310 2425
(1710
1.0 160 (1218
Unheated 633k
March, 1944
Serum Antigen-N Ppt-N
ml
1.0 2000 2320
1.0 1400 1970
1.0 800 1668
1.0 400 1090
1.0 200 430
Sample 1 was heated on 11/13/40
Sample 5 was heated on 3/18/44
Sample 6 was heated on 3/20/44
*Date on which the mixtures were prepared
(
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the volume of serum was kept constant and the amount of antigen
decreased the precipitate increased. It #as evident, there-
fore, that even though some lots of heateu serum would precipi-
tate specifically with antigen, ihe zone where precipitation oc-
curred differed markedly from that of the unheated serum. There
was no precipitate when crystalline ovalbumin was used instead
of hemoayanin. Perhaps all the samples of heated serum, even the
early ones, would have precipitated specifically, if tne correct
proportions of antiserum and hemocyaxim had been determined.
The experiments wiih heaieu rabbit serum vvere not so ex-
tensive as tho^e with equine serum. There was no doubt that the
heated rabbit serum would inhibit specifically the precipitation
of unneated serum, but convincing proof that it increased the
amount of precipitate was not obtained.
The results of the experiments can be summarized as follows;
1. Equine antiheiaocyanin heated at 6? to 70 C for 20 to 30
minutes combined with antigen but lost its power to precipitate
with amounts of antigen that were optimal for the unheated serum.
2. Heated •TUB inhibited for many minutes up to three or
four days the specific flocculation of unheated serum.
3. The presence of heated serum in mixtures of unheated
serum and nemocyanin caused slight to marked increases in the
amount of precipitate that forned. The ftdditional amount of
precipitate varied somewhat With the age of the heated sample
and with the age of the serum at the time the sample was heated.
4. The increase in precipitate indicated that heating had
caused the formation of completes between antibody-globulin and
r
serologically inert protein.
£>. Heated normal serum and heated heterologous immune serum
neither inhibited the formation of nor added to the amount of
speoifio precipitate.
6. Some samples of heated serum appeared to regain the pro-
perty of specific precipitation.
7. Those samples of heated that uiu precipitate specifical-
ly differed from the unheated serum in yielding tlie larger
amounts of precipitate with the smaller juantities of hemocyanin
8. Heated rabbit ttntihemocyanin inhibited specifically the
precipitation of uameated rabbit antihemocyanxn.
DISCtJSSIOB A.BS SOlOUfit
The results obtained in the experiments witn equine anti-
heuocyunin were similar to those obtained by other investigators
using different serological systems. There have been several
reports of the specific inhibitive effect of heated antiserum
(4o,i,0,71). Krejoi et ai (64) and Hendry and iluiaocic (38) found
an increased amount of specifically precipitabio nxtrogen in
heated antxpneumococcul sera, .men crude sera were heated or
when purified antiboay-^lobulin wits heateu in tiie presence of
non-specific protein, and then spun at high speeds, several work
ers obtained evidenoe of the formation of complexes (bl,fc4,79)
.
Kleozlcow8jcl (51), Bawden and Kleczkows Id, (7) with serological
methods and Jennings and Smith (43) with the olectrophoretio
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method ware able to show that proteins of similar or of different
origin would form complexes when they were heated together in
solution. There v?as evidence of tome selective action because
the antipneufiiococcal antibody would not form complexes with all
proteins. The fact that in the case of antipneumocoecal serum
(38) the amount of specifically precipi table nitrogen increased
without a correspondingly increased protective value for the
serum, is a definite indication of the serologically inert char-
acter of t.ie auded protein. By elec trophoretic analysis, van der
Scheer et al (79) were able to demonstrate the presenoe of a new
component in both heated normal equine serum and in heated im-
mune equine serum, -iith tne same method Ball et al (3) found a
similar component in heated normal bovine serum. Cooper and
Ueurath (17) who worked with a very pure protein, crystalline
horse-serum albumin, observed changes in mean particle shape of
the moleoules after solutions of this protein had been heated.
They attributed the change to an aggregation of the molecules of
protein.
Thus, the uypothesis that complexes are formed when crude
sera are heated or when antibody-globulin is heated in the pres-
enoe of non-specific protein is supported by the results of
quantitative chemical determinations, by serological methods, by
elec trophoretic methods, and by sedimentation of the complexes by
oentrifugation at high speed.
Kleozkowski (ol) tnought the actio/i of heat on crude anti-
serum involved two changes: first, a. stage when active disulphide
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groups can be detected and the changed particles form into large
complexes; seoond, a Bta^ e of further alteration in which anti-
body loses its activity, ^.fter the first stage antibody retain-
ed its combining power for antigen, but whether or not it retained
its precipitating power depended upon the other proteins present
and the complexes formed after both /ere broken down. ::re^ci,
Smith and Dietz (54) agreed with Xleczkowski in explaining that
the alteration in heated serum was first a denaturing process
and second an aggregating process. Possibly l.leczkowski 1 s ob-
servations (51) of the importance of the albumin globulin ratio
in determining the effect of heat, may explain the different
results obtained when sei-a from different bleedings of the same
animal, or when sera from bleedings of different animals are
heated. For example, samples of serum from the fourth bleeding
of e 7uine antihemooyanin ooagulated when they were heated under
conditions tuat did not cause coagulation of samples of serum
from the fifth bleeding, Also, it has been reported that some
antipneumococcal sera will retain their precipi tability after
they are heated at b4 to C wnile others lose it entirely.
It is pertinent at this point to discuss the experiments of
Hardt, Huddelson and Ball (32) in //hich they found that bovine
serum saturated with glucose did not develop the C component when
it was heated while serum without glucose did so. Relative to
thia finding are the experiments of Ball et al (3) in which they
found that the presence of several sugars inoluding glucose tend-
ed to prevent the formation of all groups when ovalbumin wau

denatured by heat. These results suggest that the glucose pre-
vented the breaking down of the proteins in the serum so that
the C component, which appears to form as a result of aggrega-
of diverse elements, was not formed.
.Vhen most immune sera are denatured by heat, by photo-oxi-
dation, and by the action of urea, the power of spec ifio preci-
pitation or agglutination is lost but the power of speoific com-
bination is retained. Other demonstrated effects are the forma-
tion of complexes due to the effect of photo-oxidation, and an
effeot on linkages involving S-S or -SH groups in the case of
heat or urea. Eagle (19) and Eagle et al (20) made the sugges-
tion that the loss of visible reactivity with homologous anti-
gen in sera treated with formaldehyde or combined with various
diazo compounds was due to the formation of highly soluble anti-
body. He pointed out that antipneumoooocal serum treated with
an amount of formaldehyde Just sufficient to destroy its precipi
tating properties also made the antibody-globulin more soluble,
shown by the fact that it did not precipitate when the serum was
diluted with distilled water. He pointed out, also, that Felton
and Bailey (27) had found heated antipneumococoal serum did not
precipitate when it was diluted with distilled water. It is
oonoeivable that denaturation by the different methods causes a
solubilizing effeot so that antibody can combine but not show
visible reactivity. If the antibody-globulin reacts to form a
oompound with the more soluble serum proteins, the result would
be more soluble antibody. Other possible results of the aotion
of denaturing agents that would make antibody more soluble could

be splitting of the moleoule into smaller units, the unfolding
of the moleoule thus bringing more polar groups into aotion. As
was stated above, the evidenoe at present indioates that com-
plexes are formed. Besides the facuor of the increased solubili-
ty of these complexes it is possible that they oombine with a
smaller amount of antigen due to sterio hindrance or to the
complete loss of some of the combining sites in the polymerizing
process. Only in the case of the photo-oxidation of diphtheric
antitoxin (78) has it been shown that nonflocoulating antibody
retained its full combining capacity. Denaturation by urea (84)
resulted in the loss of 60 per cent of its neutralizing power
before it became nonfloocula ting. Inspection of table III shows
that those samples of heated antihemooyanin that did form preci-
pitates with antigen had a muoh altered combining capacity. Re-
generated antipneumoooocal antibody-globulin, which had been de-
natured by guanidine-HCl (24), had a muoh increased antibody-
antigen ratio with only 10 per cent less preoipitable nitrogen
than the undenatured preparation. This indioates a reduced com-
bining capacity for antigen.
It is generally recognized that when proteins are denatured
by heat , reactive SH groups oan be detected. »Jhen urea is used
as a denaturing agent there is some change involving the S-S or
-SH groups, and in some oabes, for example ovalbumin, when de-
naturation is effooted by photo-oxidation. The idea that these
linkafceB are important in the immunological behavior of proteins
was stated by Blumenthal (11) who used orystalline serum-albumin
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(equine) and crystalline ovalbumin. She stated "...either that
the S-S and -SH groups may be among the specific chemical groups
involved in antigen-antibody combination, or that the reduction
of the S-S linkage may split the antigen molecule into units
vnich are too small to give the same immunological response as
the original protein". It has been suggested by others (14,84)
chat the S-S or thiol-ester linkage are important in maintaining
the configuration of the native protein. Smetana and Shemin (p . 33
)
jould not find any detectable difference in the S-S and -SH
groups in photo-oxidized antibody although others have consider-
ed that changes did occur in them when proteins were photo-oxi-
tized. They did not find any change in the content of tyrosine
ryptophane contrary to results reported by others when protein
fas photo-oxidized. Tnese autnors thought alteration of anti-
enioity due to photo-oxidation was not seleotive but incidental,
he best explanation of the formation of SH groups and their re-
ation to)s?ruotural integrity of native protein has been offered
y Chibnall (14) in his analysis of the structure of protein in
he light of recent work, especially the more accurate determina-
ions of the amino acid content of oertain proteins. He thinks
hat the thiol-ester linkage, R.CO.S.R', is one of the linkages
indiag the units of the protein molecule. Hydrolysis of this
inkage would result in the formation of SH groups. His ideas
f protein structure will be discussed in detail later. He
links hydrogen bridges could hold together some of the subunits.
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The folding of polypeptide chains into a layer
held together by imino-oarbonyl bonds.
( Pauling, L. , 1940 J.Am. Ghem. Soc, 62, 2643 )
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The importance of the hydrogen bond was stressed earlier
by Pauling (67) , and his conception of the structure of protein
will be considered first. He said that a stable configuration
of protein would result from tne presence of as many strong
hydrogen bonds as possible. According to his eonoept, the mole-
cule of protein consists of parallel layers of polypeptide chains
in which the hydrogen bond is important in holding together the
parallel chains of a layer, as shown in the diagram on the op-
posite page. The protein would be composed of several suoh lay-
ers parallel to one another, as he said like a staok of pancakes
these stacked layers being held together by side-chain inter-
actions. According to Pauling it is the configurations of the
ends of the ohains of antibody-globulin that are important in its
specific action. In considering the effect of denaturing agents
he said there was one stable configuration of the central part
of the molecule, so tuat it was probable the more labile charac-
teristic configurations at the ends of the molecule were destroy-
ed before the central part of the molecule was affected. It
should be stated here tliat available evidence indicates quite a
lot of alteration of the antibody-globulin occurs before its
speoifio combining capacity is lost. Most antibody as it occurs
in serum loses first, only its ability to show visible reaction
with speoifio antigen and not its capacity for speoifio combina-
tion.
Chibnall's conception of the structure of protein will be
considered and compared with Pauling's conception. Both accept


(A.J. Chibnall 194^ Proc. Roy. Soc.,B, 131 .156
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Three peptide chains ooupled through terminal linkages
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the idea of several ehains, raaae up of a number of amino acid
residues, that are held together by some sort of linkage,
Pauling emphasized the importance of the hydrogen bond. Chibnall
said that this could be one means of maintaining the structure,
but he has offered several other possible explanations of the way
in whioh the polypeptide chains are arranged in the raoleoule.
In his paper Chibnall considered in detail the structure of
edestin, |J-laotoglobulin, ovalbumin, and insulin. He said that
these proteins contained 6, 9, about 4 and 18 polypeptide chains
,
respectively. Regarding edestin, he said the following: (1) All
the constituent peptide chains are of like composition (2) It
contains 432 amino aoid residues or a multiple thereof (3) The
smallest possible molecular unit has a molecular weight of
50,000. In support of the figure 50,000 as the molecular weight
of one of the six similar constituent units he oited the appar-
ent moleoular weight of 49,000 observed by Burk and Greenburg in
a 6.66 M solution of urea. This would indicate he said that de-
naturation caused a breaking of the molecule into its six com-
ponent units, and the moleoular weight of 300,000 computed from
the velooity of sedimentation and the measurement of diffusion
supports tais idea.
In his analysis of the structure of ^-lac to^ lobulin he has
postulated different ways in which the constituent units oould
be held together in the molecule, in this protein the eight or
nine peptide ohains present were not considered identioal. The
various linkages suggested are shown on the opposite page. The

linkages suggested are: the ester linkage, R.CO.O.R 1 , the imicie
linkage, R.C0.1JH.C0.R 1 , the thiol-ester linkage, R.CO.S.R*. If
these linkages are present in protein between terminal residues,
the arrangement would be as in figure 1. If they are present
as cross-bridges leaving the ohaina with free terminal groups,
the arrangement would be as in figure 2. If the linkages are
side-ohain bridges of the ester and thiol-ester type, the ar-
rangement would be as shown in figure 3. Such a link oould con-
sist of one or more residues. He pointed out that the data for
laotoglobulin fail to satisfy the Bergmann-Niemann hypothesis
and the reason might be beoause each chain does not contain the
same number or sequence of residues. He thought the hydrolysis
of the thiol-ester linkage provided a more satisfactory explana-
tion of the appearance of SH groups when protein is denaturated
than the supposition that these groups are the result of aotual
cleavage of the S-S linkage due to reduction.
It is interesting to consider some of the reported findings
in denaturation of proteins and antibody with regard to
Chibnall's conception of proteic structure. When Neurath,
Cooper and Erickson (61) denatured equine crystalline serum-albu-
min they found that the ratio of the axes of the molecule con-
sidered as a prolate ellipsoid changed from b.0 to 16.8 in 8 M
urea, and from 6.0 to 20.9 in 8 M guanidine-HCl. Changed ratios
were observed, also, by these authors for equine pseudoglobulin
when these denaturating agents were used. They thought that the
molecule gradually unfolded in the presenoe of the denaturing
agents with the extent of the unfolding dependent upon the
(
oO
concentration of urea or guaniaine-HCl. However, the molecular
weight remained unchanged, which uoes not indicate depolyraeriza-
tion of the molecule. The question arises whether proteins
having the structure disousseu above could unfold if the cross-
linkages between the peptide chains were broken and the moleoule
flattened out. Such a change woulu certainly alter the ratio of
the axes. Heurath et al (62) for»ed evidence that in 3 If guani-
dine-HCl the molecule of poeudoglobulin split in halves as it
unfolded, Since the ratio of tne axes returned to very near that
of the native protein when the denaturing agents were removed,
it is necessary to assume some degret of refolding or re-assem-
bling of the peptide chains in the regenerated protein, when
Cooper and Keurath (17) denatured the serum albumin with heat,
they tnought the changes in mean particle shape did not furnish
evidence of the unfolding of the molecule. But there was evidenc
of fragmenting, since eleotropnoretic analysis of the heated
solution reveulea the presence of two components although the
solution of native protein had contained only one. Depending
upon the pH of tne solution there v/as evidence of aggregation of
the molecules with an increase in mean particle size. Thus these
results are evidence of a breaking down of the moleoule and a
repolyraerizing of some of them into larger molecules.
If a moleoule of protein can unfold as a result of the
hydrolysis of cross-linkages and, also, refold, if it can break
into separate units that re-unite, there are possibilities for
different structural patterns in the molecule after it has been
denatured. It is possible that the speoifioity of antibody-
4
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globulin depends both on a certain composition and sequence of
of the amino acids in the peptide ohains, and upon the arrange-
ment of these ohains in the native protein. If these chains are
not broken during denaturation, tne order and number of the
amino aoid residues would remain unchanged. In repolyrnerization
of tne chains resulting in increased molecular size, some of the
combining sites may be destroyed or become unavailable due to
steric hindrance. There is evidence to show that regenerated
antibody, which was precipitable to within 10 per cent of the
amount of the native antibody, oonbined with less antigen.
probably linkages other than the thiol-ester one are broken
during denaturation, but the breaking of this one is easily de-
tected. If it is true, as HeiAry (39) has cited from the work of
others, that the effect of ultraviolet radiation and photo-oxi-
dation is to rupture lin^s in the peptide chains adjacent to
aromatic residues, it is possible to think of the nolecule being
sliced parallel to its short axis without breaking of cross-
linkages. Tjiis would explain the splitting off of fractions of
lo* molecular weight. ..ooordiug to this author
1 s findings, even
though fragments were split from the moleoule, the result of
ultra oentrifugation suggested increased size of the protein due
to aggregation.
In conclusion it is possible to say tnat there is evidenoe
of fragmentation and of aggregation of molecules of protein in
the various methods of denaturation.
II
CONCLUSIONS
oome antibodies when denatured by heat, by urea, and by
photo-oxidation retain the ability to combine specifioally
, but
lose the ability to precipitate or agglutinate their antigens.
Antisera that can no longer precipitate specifically after
they are heated can confer passive anaphylaxis.
The protective power of heated antipneunocoocal serum is
slightly reduced, but the agglutinative, precipitive and fixing
titers are markedly lowered.
The temperature at which the antibody in imiiune sera is
destroyed has been found to vary from 64 to 90 Q for short
periods of heating.
The formation of altered but combining and inhibiting anti-
body occurs when immune sera is heated at b<2 to 80 C for short
periods or after it is heated at lower temperatures for longer
periods.
The pll of the heated serum is one faotor that determines the
width of the inhibition-zone.
The destruction of antibody by heat, like the denaturation
Pn »^aA^
of untibody by heat appears to follow a unimolecular course.
Faotors that are important in the denaturation of antibody
by heat are the following; the presence of non-specifio protein,
the H ion concentration, tne concentration of neutral salts, and
the concentration of t.ie serum.
Diphtheric antitoxin denaturated by urea retains some of
its neutralizing capacity after it no longer flocculates.
.rfhen immune sera are photo-oxidized inihibiting power
52
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develops, but the pOi/er to shocic paBsively an antibody or
actively aa an antigen is reduced, At the point of maximal in-
hibiting pov/er these latter properties are practically destroyed
Photo-oxidized rabbit antipneumococoal serum tnat inhibits
but does not precipitate has reduced protective power, ./ith
further treatment the protective capacity disappears but the
inhibiting titers pass through a maximum.
The neutralizing property of diphtheric antitoxin is more
resistant to photo-oxidation than the protective property of anti-
pneumococoal serum.
In the denaturation of immune sera by heat, by urea, and by
photo-oxidation there is evidence for the formation of complexes
between antibody-globulin ana the non-specific proteins in serum
It is probable the effect upon antibody in immune serum
that is common to denaturation by heat, by urea, and by photo-
oxidation is a solubilizing effect.
Denaturation of protein, and perhaps of antibody, by heat
and by urea probably has the common effect of altering tne
sulphur linkage.
One characteristic of denatured antibody tuat retains its
power of specific preoipitation is an altered antibody-antigen
ratio.
The increased amount of specifically preoipitable nitrogen
obtained from heated e juine antisera is due to the complex form-
ed between antibody and non-specific protein.
The author of this thesis wishes to acknowledge the assis-
tance and advloe of her major professor and first reader, Dr. 8.
B. Hooicer, and of her second reader, Dr. I.
C Boyd.
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ABSTRACT
Studies dealing with the effeot of htat upon immune sera
can be divided conveniently into three periods. The first
period extended from the late eighteen nineties to about 1910.
This was an exploratory period in which some preliminary studies
of the denaturing effeot of heat were made. The following facts
were reported: (1) Antibodies can be destroyed by heat but the
critical temperature is not the same for all antibodies (2)
Antibodies present in the different fractions of serum appear
to differ in their thermal lability (3) Species differences may
exist with regard to the resistance of antibody to heat (4)
Normal and immune antibodies may differ in tneir lability to
heat (5) Agglut inoida and preoipitoids are formed when immune
sera are heated (6) Flagellar and somatic agglutinins can be
differentiated by their resistance to heat (7) Certain substances,
for example, urea , that prevent tiie coagulation of protein will
prevent destruction of agglutinins (8 ) In many instances the
destruction of antibouy by heat occurs as a unimolecular reac-
tion.
The second period in che investigation of the denaturing
effect of heat upon immune sera extended from 1910 to 19tfo. The
scope of the invea tigutious WMI f renter tnan it was during the
earlier period. Some of the earlier observations were confirmeu
and adued information uas acquired. Many factors of importance
in tne concentrating and purifying of therapeutic sera by the
r(
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aid of heat were determined , suon us, tne proper temperature,
the time of heating, the pH of the seruia and tne oonoentrution
of neutral salts. There were many investigations of tne effect
of heat upon flagellar and somatic agglutinins . The phenomenon
or
of inhibition was the subject of one/more thorough studies.
Conclusive evidence was presented of the specific character of
inhibition by heated immune sera, .also, it was shown beyond
doubt that heated nonagglutinating sera combined specifically
with their antigens. The presence of inhibiting but nonagglut-
inating antibody was reported in a native immune serum. It v/ae
found that some heatea sera retained their protective and pas-
sively sensitizing propertxes after the precipitating or agglut-
inating property was lost. Toward the end of the period subs-
stanoes liKe urea, glycerol, sucrose that prevent the coagula-
tion of protein by heat were studied for their effect upon the
denaturation of immune sera by heat. They had a protective in-
fluence on the antibody when they were adaed to immune sera befoj
the sera were heated.
-
jXiring tne last few years the understanding of the denatura-
tion of antibody by heat, and by other methods has been furtner-
ed by increased itnowleage of the properties of proteins, sero-
logical studies, eleo trophoretio studies, and studies in which
the ultraoentrifuge R&fl used have contributed to our knowledge
of antibody. Utilization of all these methods has brought out
the following facts: (1) In some immune sera denatured by variout
?e
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metnods the antibody-globulin forms complexes with the non-
specific protein and loses it8 power of precipitating or agglu-
txnating its antigen, Ot^er serological properties suoh as tne
power to combine specifically, to inhibit, to protect, and to
1 fi.PL r , t < Ift
neutralize toxin are retained to varying degrees aepending upon
the extent of the denuturu tion.
The experimental worit presented confirmed the results of
others in providing evidence of the formation of complexes be-
tween antibody-globulin and serologically inert protein.
A possible explanation of tne effect of den&tura tion in the
light of recent concepts of the structure of protein was pre-
sented.
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